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1 Introduction 

1. There are currently three infrastructures in the Netherlands through which services such 

as internet, telephony and television are offered: cable, copper (DSL), and optic fiber. 

Dutch telecom company KPN N.V. (hereafter: KPN) owns the regulated copper-line 

network, while cable companies such as UPC and Ziggo own the cable networks, and 

almost all of the optic-fiber projects are owned by Reggefiber B.V. (hereafter: Reggefiber). 

2. The notified concentration concerns the creation of a joint venture between KPN and 

Reggefiber, which will install fiber networks in the Netherlands. The investigation carried 

out by the Netherlands Competition Authority (hereafter: NMa) has revealed that 

possible effects of this concentration are: (a) competition (both current and potential) 

between copper and optic fiber is eliminated and (b) on the retail markets KPN will  have 

an incentive to foreclose competitors’ access to the network (input foreclosure). 

3. Parties have offered the NMa a behavioral remedy to counter possible competition 

problems. This remedy has been established in cooperation with the Dutch Independent 

Regulator of Post and Electronic Communications in the Netherlands (OPTA), and it is, 

where possible, similarly phrased as the dictum of the OPTA’s Market Analysis Decision 

‘Unbundled Fibre Access’, dated December 19th, 2008. The remedy’s core elements are: 

̇ Operational and functional separation; 

̇ Obligation to provide information;  

̇ Obligation to grant access to third parties; 

̇ Obligation to treat all parties in a non-discriminatory way; 

̇ Obligation of transparency (including reference offer);  

̇ Price ceiling;  

̇ Enforcement procedure. 
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2 Notification and jurisdiction applicability 

4. On July 10th, 2008, KPN and Reggefiber notified the NMa of their intention to create the 

joint venture Reggefiber Group (hereafter: the JV). The JV’s activities will include 

installation and operation of consumer optic-fiber networks (also known as FttH, or 

Fiber-to-the-home). Although KPN will initially have a 41 percent minority interest in the 

JV, there is joint control however, due to KPN’s veto powers in the JV. It has also been 

established that this is a full-function JV, performing on a lasting basis all the functions 

of an autonomous economic entity, because, among others things, the JV will be 

independently commercially active on the market.  

5. Several call options have been included in the cooperation agreement that enable KPN to 

increase its interest in the JV. When KPN acquires full control over the JV, it needs to file 

another notification with the NMa.  

3 Relevant markets 

Product markets 

6. When looking at services offered through optic-fiber networks, the relevant markets are 

vertically related to each other. First of all, there are three downstream retail markets: 

̇ The retail market for broadband internet services; 

̇ The retail market for fixed-line telecommunications;  

̇ The retail market for broadcasting. 

It has been established in the decision that a separate market for bundles of the 

abovementioned retail products does not yet exist. 

 

7. Furthermore, there is an intermediate wholesale market: the wholesale market for (low 

quality) broadband access (WBT). 

8. There are two possible upstream wholesale markets: the possible market for unbundled 

access (ULL access) to optic-fiber networks and the possible market for unbundled 

access to optic-fiber networks and to copper-line networks. 

9. In deciding on how to offer retail services such as broadband internet, customers of the 

JV can choose between buying ULL access or WBT. When a customer decides to buy ULL 

access, he rents direct access to the optic-fiber cable, and needs to install equipment 

(so-called active equipment) enabling him to offer downstream services. In the case of 

WBT, the player buys bandwidth, which is used to offer his services. The benefit of ULL 

access is that the buyer can freely choose what it will offer over the optic-fiber cable, 

including specifications, though it will require more investments in equipment than with 
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WBT. Particularly on larger scales, ULL access is a cheaper and better alternative than 

WBT. 

10. There is currently not enough evidence to determine whether retail services over the 

cable network generate enough (indirect) price pressure to be able to consider it a single 

upstream market for ULL access that includes access to both the copper-line network and 

the cable network. Given the proposed remedy by the parties, there is no need for the 

NMa to further investigate this. 

11. Finally, a separate market for trunk connections has been delineated in the decision. 

Having at least the opportunity of acquiring access to a trunk connection is essential to 

offering retail services through ULL access, because such a connection provides the 

actual transport between regional and urban nodes. 

Geographical markets 

12. In the decision, the geographic scope of the retail markets and WBT is delineated as 

national. 

13. There was no need to investigate the issue of whether the geographical market of the 

market for ULL access to the copper-line network and of the market for ULL access to 

the copper-line and the optic-fiber networks are local or national. 

4 Assessment 

14. The NMa has identified three possible competition problems: 

1. a horizontal effect on the upstream markets for ULL access;  

2. a vertical effect in the form of input foreclosure by the JV vis-à-vis alternative providers 

on the downstream markets;  

3. coordinated effects on the market for trunk connections. 

Unilateral effects 

15. On a possible local market for unbundled access to optic fiber, only in the city of Almere 

do the activities of parties overlap. Both KPN and Reggefiber have already been active in 

Almere with regard to optic fiber, which would not lead to the concentration impeding 

competition.  

16. On a possible national market for unbundled access to optic fiber, an impediment to 

competition might occur due to the elimination of the so-called race between the 
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networks. As it is highly unlikely in the short run that two optic-fiber networks will 

simultaneously exist at any given location, parties will therefore attempt to be the first to 

install optic fiber in commercially attractive areas. As a result of the JV taking hold, this 

form of competition between KPN and Reggefiber will be eliminated. However, these 

effects are temporary rather than structural, making it unlikely that the concentration 

would impede competition. 

17. On a possible market for unbundled access to optic-fiber networks and copper-line 

networks, competition may be impeded as current and potential competition between 

copper and optic fiber disappears. However, a price ceiling on unbundled access to the 

optic-fiber network has been included in the remedy (see below), preventing the JV from 

raising tariffs in reaction to the elimination of this form of competition. It is therefore 

unlikely that the concentration will significantly impede effective competition. 

Vertical effects 

18. The most important competition problem identified by the NMa is the vertical relation 

between providers on the retail markets, such as KPN, BBNed, Online and Tele2, and the 

JV, that will be active on the upstream market for unbundled access to the optic-fiber 

network. The JV has both the ability as well as the incentive to foreclose providers (other 

than KPN) access to the optic-fiber network (input foreclosure), the NMa investigation 

reveals, in order to strengthen KPN’s position on the downstream retail markets, 

benefiting KPN and the JV. 

19. This incentive has been estimated by calculating the critical diversion ratio. With the input 

of cost and price data, the number of retail customers of KPN’s competitors on copper 

lines is calculated that need to switch to the optic-fiber network, after foreclosure, to 

make this foreclosure profitable. This critical diversion ratio revealed that the JV will likely 

have an incentive to foreclose providers other than its shareholders, which would lead to 

competition on the downstream markets be significantly impeded. 

20. The extent to which competition on the retail markets may be impeded depends in part 

on the level of competitive pressure that the cable companies exert on the retail markets. 

This would have been a subject of investigation in the second phase in this case. 

However, parties have offered a behavioral remedy that would leave competition not 

significantly impeded (see also below). 
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Coordinated effects 

21. Finally, the concentration might lead to competition on the market for trunk connections 

be impeded. KPN and Reggefiber both offer, through their group companies, trunk 

connections. With the correct strategic technical design of the optic-fiber network, KPN 

and Reggefiber could foreclose other parties' access to the market for trunk connections 

by not granting them access to nodes. Access to trunk connections has been guaranteed 

in the behavioral remedy (see below). 

5 Remedies 

Contents 

22. The remedy proposal brought forward by parties will eliminate the abovementioned 

possible competition problems.  

23. To a large extent, the remedy is similar to the ‘dictum’ of the OPTA’s most recent Market 

Analysis Decision. The proposal aims at taking away the vertical and horizontal effects 

by:   

̇ Operational and functional separation; 

̇ Obligation to provide information;  

̇ Obligation to grant access to third parties; 

̇ Obligation to treat all parties in a non-discriminatory way; 

̇ Obligation of transparency (including reference offer);  

̇ Price ceiling (in view of a price squeeze due to high access tariffs and the horizontal 

effect). 

  

24. In addition, the coordinated effect will also be eliminated since the proposal contains a 

provision stipulating that competitors offering trunk connections will be granted access 

to the access point (city pop). The horizontal effect will be reduced by the imposed price 

ceiling.  

Enforcement 

25. Enforcement of the remedy will be carried out by OPTA provided that it is authorized to 

do so under the Market Analysis Decision ‘Unbundled Fibre Access’.  


